
If you feel vulnerable to data threats despite increased 
spending, you’re not alone. Of 1,200+ senior security 
executives polled around the world, more than three-
quarters plan to increase IT security spending to offset 
threats, yet 92% still feel vulnerable to attacks, according to 
the 2018 Thales Data Threat Report. More alarming, more 
than two-thirds have experienced a data breach.

The Flexential professional services team helps 
organizations assess their vulnerabilities, improve their 
security posture and quickly and effectively counter 
attacks. Diving deep into your current state, our certified 
security experts will assess your IT systems and processes, 
identifying potential issues with devices, configurations 
and policies that can leave your organization exposed to 
cyberattacks. 

Each engagement combines automated tools with hands-
on analysis by qualified engineers who produce a detailed, 
risk-based report with actionable recommendations for 
mitigation. 

Vulnerability 
assessment

To learn more about Flexential services, contact us at 
877.448.9378 or sales@flexential.com

• Objective expertise in multi-platform 
management and compliance 

• Thorough review of IT processes and systems, 
including devices, configurations and policies

• Practical, attainable and actionable 
remediation plan 

• Tight integration with Flexential data center 
support team 

• Gain confidence from experts on mitigating 
risk and vulnerabilities

• Minimize downtime risk and its impact on the 
organization

• Maintain security of systems hosted in 
Flexential data centers or elsewhere

• Reduce critical data loss impacting 
productivity, customer satisfaction and 
profitability

• Demonstrate your commitment to 
maintaining business continuity

Features

Benefits

“Flexential offers us the security, redundancy 
and other IT requirements that the Chamber just 
couldn’t provide on its own. And there’s that peace 
of mind that you just can’t put a price on.” 

Mike Montagna
Vice President of Information Systems
Charlotte Chamber of Commerce



Flexential helps organizations optimize IT transformation while simultaneously 
balancing cost, scalability, compliance and security. With a focus on building trusted 
relationships, providing valuable support and delivering tailored solutions and reliable 
performance, Flexential delivers colocation, connectivity, cloud, managed solutions 
and professional services to 4,200 customers across the U.S. and Canada. 
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Data breaches are the new norm

Digital transformation has ushered in a new era of unprecedented data breaches impacting all types of organizations. 
Accelerated adoption of cloud services, big data applications, IoT and mobile payments often comes at a cost, with 
organizations deploying these new technologies ahead of their ability to properly secure them, according to industry 
analyst firm 451 Research. 

Thorough, objective risk exposure assessment 

The Flexential professional services team can perform credentialed and uncredentialed scans of your devices, servers 
and applications to inspect any potential points of exploit. We’ll provide an actionable plan for mitigating gaps with 
projected resources and realistic timelines. We conduct our review in an open, ethical manner so you can trust the 
results.

Security is not a tool, it’s a strategy

Protecting your organization requires strategic planning, investment and oversight. It’s not enough to implement 
the latest solution and walk away. Flexential can help you develop a comprehensive security strategy, identify your 
vulnerabilities, protect critical information and infrastructure assets and quickly restore operations if you experience a 
breach.


